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Macaron Balloon Arch 

Have you ever been surprised by the macaron 

balloon arch garland produced by Borun Balloon 

Factory? Yes, this is the hot selling product under 

the brand of Qianjia Balloon of Borun Balloon 

factory. Marcaron balloon arch is one of the most 

hot balloon arch type at present, this kind of balloon 

products with high quality, bright color, high-quality 

characteristics such as simple assembly 

recognised by many international customers, is one 

of the most popular products in the latex balloon 

arch, and the north American customer purchase quantity, purchase the most frequent a 

balloon arch product. 

 

 

Product Description 

The Macaron Balloon Arch garland is a scene universal party decoration balloon set. As for 

this balloon arch, our designer has not made specific positioning for it, so the use scenario of 

this product is diverse. You can use it to decorate your child's birthday party, so that more 

children can come and bring more happiness to your child. Can also be used to decorate your 

newly opened commercial stores to attract more customers; Of course, if you have a very 

happy wedding party, you can also use this balloon to decorate, bright colors, warm colors, will 

make your wedding very warm, will help you remember your happy moment. So decorating the 

party with your macaron balloon arch is definitely a good choice for you. 

 

This Macaron balloon is mainly composed of macaron latex balloon and 4D aluminum foil 

balloon. Macaron latex balloon is one of the main latex balloons produced by Borun Balloon 

factory. Borun Balloon Factory is a famous balloon manufacturer in China, which produces 

macaron latex balloons with high quality. Besides, since Borun is a balloon factory, you can 

purchase Macaron balloon arch here without traders to earn the price difference, so the 

Macaron balloon arch of Borun balloon factory are very cheap. This Macaron balloon arch is 

made up of macarons in a variety of sizes: 

Balloon style 

Pink-macaron balloon 5 inch 10 inch 12 inch   

Yellow-macaron balloon 5 inch 10 inch 12 inch   

Blue-macaron balloon 5 inch 10 inch 12 inch   

Purple-macaron balloon 5 inch 10 inch 12 inch   

4D foil balloon   10 inch   18 inch 

 

As a professional macaron balloon arch manufacturer in China, we have always taken the 

quality of balloons as the core standard of our deal with customers, so each latex balloon 

factory will go through a variety of links of quality testing such as: expansion testing, size 
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testing, gram testing, etc. We must ensure that the factory is the quality of qualified latex 

balloons, so that we can assemble the macaron balloons into macaron balloon arch .  

 

We have a professional balloon team, they can provide 24 hours and the best business 

service for each customer; we have a stable cargo agency to ensure that each customer's 

goods safely delivered; we have a professional design team, you can order each balloon arch 

for packaging design and style design. 

The core purpose of Borun Balloon Factory is "to provide cheap and high quality balloons arch 

for our customers." 

 


